
811/1 ESD Stubby bits hand holder, magnetic, 1/4" x 54 mm

ESD Series

  

EAN: 4013288212382 Size: 65x34x34 mm

Part number: 05008881001 Weight: 47 g

Article number: 811/1 Stubby ESD Country of origin: CZ

Customs tariff
number:

82054000

Short compact shape for working in confined spaces

Ergonomic 2-component Kraftform handle for precise work

Hexagonal anti-roll feature against rolling away

ESD bits hand holder for electrostatically safe working, magnetic

For 1/4" bits as per DIN ISO 1173-C 6.3

Especially small ESD bit-holding Stubby screwdriver handle with short blade for eloctrostatically secure working even in hard to reach areas. Suitable

for the mounting of bits with 1/4" hexagon drive as per DIN ISO 1173-C 6.3 and Wera connection series 1. With strong permanent magnet, which

also holds large and heavy screws. The 2-component Kraftform handle with its practical combination of hard and soft zones allows for a firm grip and

precise working. The hexagon anti-roll protection prevents annoying rolling away of bits in the workplace.
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811/1 ESD Stubby bits hand holder, magnetic, 1/4" x 54 mm

ESD Series

Wera ESD Tools High protection Compact shape Tangible ergonomics

The requirements for ESD-safe

screwdrivers are specified in the

European standard DIN EN

61340-5-1. This standard also

includes a handle that has to be

out of a defined conductive

material. The Wera products in the

ESD series satisfy these standards

and the even more stringent

requirements demanded by some

technology companies.

The electric surface resistance of

the Wera ESD material is ≤ 10^9

ohm. This securely protects

components against electrostatic

energy and associated damage.

With its compact handle shape

and the short blade, the Kraftform

Stubbies are particularly suitable

for working in confined

screwdriving situations.

The 2-component Kraftform

handle allows high power

transmission due to the non-slip,

softer grip areas and high working

speeds due to the hard grip areas,

which allow a quick hand switch.

Non-roll feature

The hexagonal non-roll feature

prevents any rolling away at the

workplace.

Further versions in this product family:

inch mm mm inch

05008881001 1/4" 10 54 3/8
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